Peace at Last
Get the facts ~ Our Spirit and physical body were originally created to
communicate through our heart center, in the now moment. We were not
created to live within the holographic mind matrix present on Earth today.
Thousands of years ago, aliens brought us mass mind consciousness in order to
control and dominate our planet. People started using their powerful creative
energies to perform mind projections to obtain their desires. This is known as
the law of cause and effect which is the use of mind projections (thoughts) to
bring forth your desires within the holographic matrix. This is how people
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communicate in duality today, i.e. battle of the minds, curses/spells, winners
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and losers. Even our positive thoughts are connected into these alien timelines.
matrix.
The Earth spirit created our energetic bodies to help protect us from the ongoing mind projection energy
which hit the body like a psychic attack. Our protective energetic bodies extend around and through us.
They become overly saturated around the age of 10 and then this contamination spills into our physical
bodies. If this condition is left untreated disease and mortality will take their natural course.
Our Earth is trapped within the alien multidimensional timeline matrix, with its intense mind control
transmissions, implants, nanotechnology, nuclear radiation, toxic pollution, and worldwide religions which
serve to control the masses. Those who pray and worship outside of themselves unknowingly become
energetically attached to and become preyed upon by alien gods and their minions.
Our Earth has become to contaminated to fulfill the protocol for light ascension.
When the Earth spirit’s life force dropped to 13%, the Earth spirit and the Earth’s
blueprint were disconnected from the planet and rescued by the light source that created it.

The Newly Created Earth ~ Our earth spirit now exists on the newly created pre-ascension Earth.
This new physical Earth has no alien control, mental mind projection energy, parallel lives or
multidimensional timelines. On the “CLS New Earth” people can live once again in source light energy in
complete peace, in total safety, in the now out of linear time and with the natural ability to manifest
instantly without harm to others. Our original Earth was created for this purpose but it was invaded by
darkness. The pre-ascension New Earth can be experienced when your spirit and physical body become in
resonance with the New Earth. Get ready and get cleared! Experience the profound energetic
clearings/healings on the website that were specially created for this purpose. You automatically transition
to the New Earth when you become energetically compatible. Until then live in Peace Ron Amitron

Creation Lightship Ascension Preparation
Profound energetic clearings/healings
CLS website clearings are easy to run on your computer, tablet or smart phone. The whole
lifetime clearings need to be done only one time to complete. The primary whole lifetime
clearings to begin your transition onto the New Earth are: Emotional, Feeling, Mental,
Cellular Mental, Sensory, Trauma, Fear, Pain, Anger, Judgment, and Mind of the Body.
For further information and to find the clearings visit: www.CreationLightship.com
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